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A BSTRACT
Introduction: Dispensing errors (DE) and health care uncertainty impact on health outcomes in a variety of ways. The aim
of initiating therapy is to enhance patient wellness but human error probabilities sometimes cause harm or even fatalities and
litigations.
Objective: The aims of this study are to discuss the underlying factors in dispensing errors, health care uncertainty and therapeutic
outcomes, and to identify the extent of human- and system-based sources of errors by exploring hospital pharmacists’ attitudes
and dispositions to DE and uncertainties; and the implications for patient safety in a tertiary hospital.
Methods: The study involved a sample of 44 pharmacists who were administered a survey research inventory designed to assess
pharmacists’ attitudes and involvement in DE and uncertainty on a variety of important dimensions.
Results: Overall the survey research data showed high rating of five human-based dimensions that would minimize dispensing
errors, two human-system based, while three system-based (structural) issues were rated as dimensions that would aggravate DE
in uncertain health care scenarios.
Conclusions: The practical importance of the results for pharmacy practice and therapeutic outcomes are discussed and some
suggestions made on how to minimize DE and uncertainty and the policy implications in the hospital pharmacy setting.
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1. I NTRODUCTION

tainty about the proportion of occasions in which a pharmacist will detect wrong dose prescription error.[4] Sources of
Dispensing errors (DE) are common occurrence in hospital
uncertainty in health care include probability, ambiguity and
settings around the globe. Some of the errors if undetected
complexity.[5]
by pharmacists, could cause serious or life-threatening adverse drug events.[1] Categories of DE include failure to:
detect and correct prescribing or manufacturing errors before 1.1 Statement of problem
dispensing.[2] Preventive strategies to reduce the incidence DE and the attendant health care uncertainties continue to
of DE target all stages of drug delivery process.[3] There is pose challenges to therapeutic outcomes, more so with inalways an elicited probability distribution describing uncer- creasing number of patients, new and sophisticated medi∗ Correspondence: Emmanuel N. Anyika; Email: emmaboogie22@yahoo.com; Address: Department of Clinical Pharmacy & Biopharmacy, Faculty
of Pharmacy, University of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria.
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cations, workload, environmental disturbances, lack of adequate manpower and relevant enabling technologies, and
limited awareness of the enormity of DE in our uncertain
health care delivery environment. Harm to patients, fatalities
and litigations have been reported.[6] The pharmacists’ role
in minimizing DE and uncertainty in our hospital environment has not been widely investigated.[7]

patients, while active failure or errors occur at the point of
contact between a human and some aspects of a larger system. The influx of new drugs with names that look-alike
and sound-alike has made prescription interpretation more
difficult, thereby aggravating dispensing errors.[11] Error in
dispensing can be traumatic for the patient and pharmacist.
It compromises the patient’s confidence in the health care
system and creates uncertainty for repeat patronage. High
1.2 Objectives of the study
prescription volumes, pharmacist fatigue and overwork are
The objectives of the study are: to discuss the underlying possible important factors, requiring proactive and elevated
factors in dispensing errors, uncertainty and health outcomes, zero error standard of practice to minimize uncertainty.[12, 13]
and to identify human- and system-based sources of errors
DE at work tend to increase with high level of interruption,
prevalent in the tertiary institution and their implications for
distraction, noise, exhaustion, illegible doctor’s prescription,
patient safety (see Figure 1).
failure to check patient’s name with prescription, wrong dose
calculation, absent-mindedness, incorrect drug, poor labels,
wrong time of dispensing, talkative patients or clients and patients in a hurry.[2, 13–17] Pharmacist’s error could be mechanical or judgmental.[18] Other DE could be errors of omission
or commission.[19] Effective risk management of DE requires
a reporting culture. Medication errors are a leading cause
of mortality in the US.[20] Despite improved technology in
health care setting, errors and harm related to medication use
still occurred in about 18% of patient admissions.
1.2.2 Professional dynamics
The professional roles, attitude and disposition towards pharmaceutical health care and DE are all aspects of professional
dynamics. The individual and collective responsibilities of
pharmacists to patient care, the effective use of technology
and manpower development constitute professional dynamics in this context. The interpretation and classification of
events in hospitals was influenced by professional responsibility, event contingencies and surveillance technology.[21, 22]
Pharmacists have the capacity to enhance therapeutic outcomes and patient’s quality of life through patient-care activities and management of drug supplies. Leape et al.[23] used
pathway for medicines in hospitals as a way of standardizing care mapping processes and possibly identifying generic
Figure 1. Relationship between dispensing errors, health
medication hazard points (opportunities for error). Studies
care uncertainty and therapeutic outcomes
on dispensing error rates show that the dispensing process is
relatively safe, with multiple studies reporting a narrow range
1.2.1 Dispensing errors
of dispensing error rates; but proactive detection of errors
The problems and sources of medication error are multiis likely to underestimate the true error rate - giving rise in
disciplinary and multi-factorial, with a variety of complex
error rate of magnitude 350-920 per 100,000 compared to 18
contributing factors combining to cause indicents.[8] DE
per 100,000 orders.[24, 25]
in addition to causing serious morbidity and mortality, also
increase the economic burden on the society by adding to Having additional pharmacists in the wards has greater pocare costs and litigation.[9] Reason[10] viewed errors from tential for net benefits than bar coding systems.[4] Hospital
the active and latent perspectives. Latent errors are less ap- pharmacists in developing countries do not have viable sysparent failures of organization or design that contributed to tems of preventing and detecting drug or dose detection errors
the occurrence of errors or allowed them to cause harm to when filling prescriptions containing high alert medications
Published by Sciedu Press
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due to lack of technologies. Human error probabilities are
classified based on the extent of probability of error: high,
moderate, low and lowest limits of human error.[26] There is
a probability distribution of uncertainty about a pharmacist’s
detection of wrong dose prescription error.[4]

ing from one another. The impact of uncertainty in various
aspects of health care delivery system has been documented,
especially in the areas of decision making, operations, interprofessional collaboration, coping behavior of patients, and
doctors, and in nursing practice setting.[27, 33–35]

1.2.3 Health care uncertainty and dispensing errors
Uncertainty is a fact of life for every practicing health care
professional and it is regarded as central in the diagnosis
of illness and in the process of alleviating it.[27] There are
multiple meanings and varieties of uncertainty in health care.
Uncertainty associated with dispensing error falls into three
categories, according to its fundamental sources, issues and
locus,[5] and include: a probability (clinical uncertainty),
ambiguity (imprecision of estimates), and complexity (multifactorial and multi-disciplinary).[5, 28] It could also result
from living within complex adaptive systems where varying mixes of natural and man-made (mechanical/structural)
systems interact and resist control.[29] In health care, judgment and decision tasks are uncertain – characterized by
uncertainty of information or outcome or by a concern for
a person’s preferences.[30] Task and team factors involving
teaching and training of health professionals, schedules and
assignments, communication and collaboration, are issues
that affect DE with varying degrees of uncertainty. Uncertain environmental factors in hospital leadership, the hospital
policy, the extent of use and depth of hospital drug formulary
will affect uncertainty and dispensing errors.[5, 31]

This work therefore aims to identify the forms of dispensing errors, and uncertainty in the tertiary hospital and their
implications for patient safety.

cesses, interpretation and classification of errors/uncertainty,
active and latent mediators, and issues of regulatory uncertainty and potential litigations arising from dispensing errors.
The practical issues of uncertainty in health care include the
structures and processes, which are system based.[5] Power
outages, and dilapidated infrastructure in some public health
institutions in Nigeria, do affect the storage conditions of
medicines and vaccines, and could generate dispensing errors and uncertainty in the quality of drugs that get to the
patient.[28, 32]

Out of 50 questionnaires that were self-administered to the
respondents in a voluntary situation, only 44 were completed
and suitable for data collection and analysis. Of this number, eight (18.2%) of the respondents were males, while 36
(81.8%) were females.

2. M ETHODS
The sample comprised 50 fully registered pharmacists (who
have completed the post-graduation one year each, of internship and national service) in a tertiary health facility in
Lagos. A 10-item attitude/involvement inventory was constructed and pilot-tested for the purpose of data collection on
pharmacists’ perspectives on different dimensions of DE and
uncertainty.

The Likert-type rating scale comprises 10 items, on a fourpoint continuum. Pharmacists were asked to self-assess and
rate DE and uncertainty in the tertiary hospital on the following 10 different dimensions (e.g. [a] Ever committed
DE in the past one year? 1 = Usually, 4 = Hardly; [b] Ever
reported DE when it happened? 1 = Hardly, 4 = Usually,
etc.) (see Table 1). Individual scales were combined linearly
and averaged, using equal weights to form a composite attitude/involvement scale, with higher scores indicating less
involvement in dispensing errors. The stimuli are arranged
1.2.4 Mediators and contextual issues
in a counter-balanced order of lowest to highest (1-4 in the
A number of contextual and multi-factorial issues combine
brackets) on the inventory, based on the perceived involvewith core values and professional expectations in a practice
ment in reducing DE and uncertainty.
environment to mediate the impact of DE on the therapeutic outcomes. They could be in the form of: human- and
system-based, mechanical and structural, judgmental and pro- 3. R ESULTS

1.2.5 Uncertainty and therapeutic outcomes
One of the domains of uncertainty in health care is treatment,
which involves risks and benefits of therapeutic interventions.[5] Sommers and Launer[29] posit that when uncertainty
is high in a health setting, quality emerges through adaptive
relationships, collective sense-making and on-the-job learn102

Table 1 shows the attitude and involvement scale ratings of
DE and uncertainty. Table 2 shows the attitude and involvement scale ratings of DE and uncertainty with the means
and standard deviations (SD). High error ratings were observed in seven dimensions of: committing dispensing errors,
reporting, clarification of prescriptions, supervising staff,
inter-professional relations, availability of information and
structural/environmental effects. Use of technologies, high
work pressure and staff inadequacy for the existing workload
were rated low, all of which have implications for aggravating
prescribing errors.
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Table 1. Attitude and involvement scale ratings of DE & uncertainty
DE & uncertainty (Score)

Scale

Usually

Sometimes

Rarely

Hardly

Ever committed DE in past one year?

0 (1)

5 (2)

36 (3)

3 (4)

Ever reported DE when it happened?

17 (4)

8 (3)

14 (2)

5 (1)

Ever clarified difficult prescriptions with colleagues?

19 (4)

15 (3)

0 (2)

0 (1)

Ever supervised interns/technicians on DE?

29 (4)

11 (3)

4 (2)

0 (1)

Ever used technologies (e.g. bar coding) to reduce DE & uncertainty?

0 (4)

0 (3)

0 (2)

44 (1)

Does higher work pressure increase chance of DE & uncertainty?

25 (1)

19 (2)

0 (3)

0 (4)

Is staff strength adequate for work load in pharmacy?

0 (4)

0 (3)

35 (2)

9 (1)

Do doctors & pharmacists work as team to reduce DE & uncertainty?

2 (4)

12 (3)

22 (2)

8 (1)

Is information available for DE decision making?

6 (4)

21 (3)

14 (2)

3 (1)

Do current structural outlay and environmental conditions increase DE & uncertainty?

3 (1)

23 (2)

13 (3)

5 (4)

Note. DE: Dispensing errors

Table 2. Attitude and involvement scale ratings of DE &
uncertainty: means and SD
Scale

Mean

SD

Committed DE

2.97

1.15

Reported DE

2.85

0.60

Clarified difficult prescriptions

2.75

0.85

Supervised staff on DE

3.57

1.21

Used technologies to reduce DE

1.00

0.50

Higher work pressure increase DE

1.43

0.43

Staff adequacy for pharmacy workload

1.79

0.77

Inter-professional teamwork on DE

2.18

0.43

Available information for DE reduction

2.69

0.69

Structural outlay/environment on DE

2.46

0.44

Note. DE: Dispensing errors

These findings implicate the poor use of technologies, high
work pressure, and staff inadequacy as the highest risk factors
for DE and uncertainty, while a good number of dimensions
have palpable degrees of risk factors.
The range and SD at 95% confidence interval are:
2.37 ± 1.36. The range of the mean scores is from 1.01
to 3.73 (p = .05).

4. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The use of attitude and involvement scale ratings on different
dimensions of DE and uncertainty gives a lucid presentation
of the frequency and magnitude of occurrence of humanand system-based errors in the hospital. The scale rating
gives numerical values to various aspects of dispensing errors, thereby providing information on the areas that need
improvement. The data presented are consistent with the
various streams of evidence in literature showing that DE do
occur significantly for most of the dimensions investigated.
Respondents admitted committing DE (Scale: 2.97), which
are also common occurrence in hospital settings.[1, 3] HowPublished by Sciedu Press

ever the risks and hazards associated with these errors should
be reduced by targeting their root causes. Moderately high
error reporting was recorded by respondents. Error reporting
should be encouraged in hospital settings by using the system
approach that copes with avoidable medical errors through
team work and other strategies for managing uncertainty,
instead of the individual approach to human fallibility, which
involves blame games and defenses.[36]
Respondents also clarified difficult prescriptions with their
senior colleagues to a reasonable extent (Scale: 2.75) before
dispensing. It is in line with managing potentially harmful
events before they occur in a proactive sense, which is a
critical factor in risk management.[37] The supervision of
internees and pharmacy technicians was carried out to a very
high degree, which is also crucial in the reduction of DE in
hospital settings, as shown in the degree of involvement of
respondents (Scale: 3.57). This corroborates with the works
of Edmondson,[37] and Lubinga et al.[38] that emphasized
the importance of leadership in encouraging team learning
to maximize patient safety. Respondents reported minimal
use of technologies (Scale: 1.0), which serve as enabling
tools in facilitating dispensing activities and minimizing errors. Researchers have shown that electronic health records
(EHR), computerized prescription order entry (CPOE) technologies and e-pharmacy are very beneficial in error and
cost minimization, dispensing high-alert medications, and
improved patient outcomes;[39–42] while some reports show
mixed benefits.[26, 43] These technologies if made available in
our practice setting would minimize errors and uncertainty,
and enhance quality of care to the patients.
Respondents perceived high work pressure to exacerbate dispensing error – with a scale rating of 1.43. The result was
also corroborated by the work of Teinila et al.,[13] prompting
the need to recommend the employment of more pharma103
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cists or the utilization of manpower scheduling strategies,
with discrete-event stimulation, particularly in the out-patient
pharmacy.[44] The same also applies to staff inadequacy for
the workload (Scale: 1.79) in the in-patient, out-patient,
and other satellite pharmacies. Further decentralization,
adequate manpower deployment and staff training on DE
will minimize dispensing mistakes and uncertainty.[14] Interprofessional teamwork was rated average (Scale: 2.18). However, in real work situation, hospital pharmacists in Nigeria
are yet to be integrated as vital members of health care delivery at ward level, since the clinical pharmacy practice is still
rudimentary in Nigeria hospitals.[45] The challenge resulting
from team factors and poor communication among health
professionals has aggravated medication (prescribing and dispensing) errors due to lack of team work and synergy. Effort
should be made to minimize errors through joint training of
health team members on medication errors and uncertainty.
Reference books which are information sources should be
made available to pharmacists and prescribers to aid in making informed decisions and mitigate the occurrence of medication errors. Although available information for DE reduction was rated moderately high (Scale: 2.69), the ready
availability of reference books, formulary systems and technologies will be very useful in error minimization[26, 31] in
dispensing environments. Respondents perceived the structural outlay and physical environment as risk factors for
DE (Scale: 2.46). This is also supported by the findings of
Reason,[10] which subscribe among others that an enabling
environment with minimal stressors will reduce dispensing
mistakes and enhance patient safety. Direct pharmacist feedback on these errors is therefore an important consideration
in minimizing dispensing errors, adverse drug events and
uncertainty. These research findings are potentially valuable source of information, which could be used to tackle
institution-specific proneness to dispensing errors.
With the multiplicity of risk factors in our environment, there
is urgent need to reinforce the training of pharmacists, phar-
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